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2011-07 (Sept-October)
PONDERINGS DEP’T
Max-Out, Max-Out! Some things are so good you
have to name them twice. My personal apologies
for the lateness of this issue, but it will come in
two parts. The first part, the #07 has all of the
July and August Reports. I stalled hoping that the
RMC’s could be included, but then the plethora of
stuff that came in overwhelmed me. So, that will
appear in issue #08…soon to follow.
Some things are just too good to pass up. There
are some subtle things in this months
issue…notable “V” tail HLG’s and shorter nose
moments. Pushing the “state of the art” and
figuring out what works best is always the FFr’s
challenge.
In this issue is Dave Edmonson’s “V” design
which has some new concepts about design and
launching.

“Ma …
Talk about busy…the FAI 14 Rounder,
WESTFAC III, RMC’s…where did I find all that
time? Oh Yeah....did you fix the shed like we
needed?
Thermals!, or heat from the lights, or whatever…
Rick

NEAR TERM EVENTS:

“The MAX-OUT” newsletter is printed about
the second or third (?) week of the month.
Submissions should be not later than the end
of the prior month.
TO JOIN THE CLUB OR SUBSCRIBE
• Full membership is offered to any current
AMA member:
$40
• SAM-1 Crossover membership: $20
• Newsletter Subscription Only: $15
• Send $ to:
Chuck Etherington
33946 Goldfinch Dr.
Elizabeth, CO 80107-7419
MMM Club Officers and Contact List

MMM MTG!

Wings Over the
Rockies Indoor
7711 E. Academy
Blvd. in the
former Lowry
AFB Denver
Oct Scramble
Nov Scramble
Annual Meeting
PPCC-Indoor

Every Third Tuesday at
7:00 PM, Dinner at the
Castle Cafe in Castle
Rock.
Various Sundays of every
month from 1-5pm.
Admission $. A good clean
site, 24' height

16-Oct
6-Nov
10-Dec
Jan 28-29, 2012

President:
Marc Sisk

719-433-2115

Vice President:
Dave Wineland

303-499-8566

Vice President At Large:
Jerry Murphy

719-685-3766

Treasurer:
Chuck Etherington

303-646-3705

PR & Indoor Coordinator:
Don DeLoach

719-578-1197

NOTE: !!!!
Going to the field Monday-Friday!
Don’t forget to call the Corps of
Engineers trailer on Quincy Rd,
The number is (303) 690-3816
Motorcycle Use on the Field Policy:
•

Follow the roads wherever possible
and not to follow the planes
cross-country. If the plane lands
within walking distance of the road,
park the bike and retrieve the plane
on foot. If not, take the shortest
path possible to the plane in order
to retrieve it.

•

Avoid riding through noxious
weeds.

Website Coordinator:
Rick Pangell

303-798-2188

Club Records Monitor:
Dave Wineland

303-499-8566

Flying Site Oversight:
Pete McQuade

719-522-1239

Newsletter & Other Stuff:
Rick Pangell

303-798-2188

Flying Field Weather Line: 303-766-0020

PRESIDENT’S PONDERINGS

Marc Sisk

will be Saturday, December 10th. Location
will be Rick Pangell’s house in Littleton.
We are trying to alternate between a Colorado
Springs and Denver location to help with your
drive time in the winter. We will nail the
location down soon and pass the word.
This year, Dave Wineland will end his twoyear term as the Vice President. Dave has
done a great job but that means we need some
candidates to fill that position. Think about it
and let me know if you are interested. The
tasks are not daunting and easily done without
too much interference in your normal routine.
We will also be electing the President position
again so if you are inclined, please step up!

From the Bench…..
This year seems to be flying by! The big
three contests that we had on the slate this
year have come and gone. We are down to
two Scrambles and an indoor session left
before we are done for this season. I think it
has been a great year for MMM. We hosted a
new major event in WESTFAC, had many
new folks to our great site this past year and
made some new friends. I hope you have
enjoyed this year as much as I have.
I mentioned that the Scramble is winding
down. As always, there seems to be a knot at
the top three positions and it is still up for
grabs. I really feel that this new format has
done what Randy Reynolds intended for it to
do. That is, bring out more flyers and get
folks flying whatever they have an interest in.
Thanks Randy!
As the weather turns cooler and the leaves
begin to change, we start to think of the
holidays coming up. With that thought, our
Annual Meeting is approaching. This year, it

We recently wrapped up the 46th Annual
Rocky Mountain Champs. Attendance was
down a little but we had some great weather
(after Saturday morning) and outstanding
flying. We honored our own NFFS Hall of
Fame member Bill Gieskieng at the banquet
and with special trophies featuring Bill and
Annie provided by Bill Vanderbeek from
California. Thanks to Bill Vanderbeek and all
MMM for your support making this a
memorable event. Special thanks to Don
DeLoach and Chuck Etherington as our CDs
for this event. Until you have stepped up and
done this before, you really don’t realize how
much effort it takes to make this contest go so
smoothly. Thanks again!
Let’s fly in the remaining events and finish
out this season strong. I will be working on
the agenda for our Annual Meeting. If there
is a topic you want to hear about, please let
me know so that it can be addressed. As
always, please remember that our flying field
is one of our most prized possessions. Please
treat it that way and be responsible when
using it. Until next time…. Fly Free!

STUMP CLUB DEP’T
This is the place where club members can
share their most treasured learning
experiences
SPLASH!
Thought I would share this one with you too.
Took it to STL to trim, and hit a boomer on
the second flight! Still running timers
(switching to RDTs this winter) so it went up
fast. I had an OOS event with a CAT glider
here last year so I thought the worst. The DT
popped over some trees, but it made it
through a gap in the treetops and splasheddown in a pond. After taking this picture for
posterity, I found a long branch and got it
back. Toweled it off at the car and kept
flying!!

since I have a pretty fast release, so I took the
span all the way out to 39". The result is
pictured below. 5" chord, 135g at finish,
which I don't think is too bad considering
both span and area of the wing. It flies very
well already, and I think the design still has
untapped potential with a few tweaks. It looks
very pretty in a thermal...definitely what I
remember from all those years ago!!

Sean McEntee

The picture I have enclosed is my latest
project that started back when I was in
diapers!! My dad was heavy into RC
Sailplanes back when I was really little, and
he flew a 3-meter ship called the Bird of
Time. It's designer, Dave Thornberg, drew
influence heavily from the Jetco Thermic line
of towline gliders. I always love the lines and
shape, especially the teardrop TE on the outer
wing panels. So I had a cool idea of doing a
DLG that paid homage to the Thermic series
and the BOT and dad fixed me up with a set
of Thermic 72 plans with which to shrink
down. I have been favoring bigger gliders

Editor’s note. Looong moment arms on the
nose of a model, ala the trend in Indoor glider
and some outdoor gliders, has a peculiar
effect. It may help in the CG and balancing
where it appears to require less nose weight,
but it affects the ability to recover from that
vertical top of the flight when it runs out of
speed. Lee Hines and I had a short discussion
at the RMC’s about this. His feeling, even
with the Tip LG’s, is a shorter nose moment
decreases the moment of inertia of the whole
model, and the tail feathers then have more of
an effect on recovery…maybe helping the
“stall” at the top of the launch?
And yes, there is a tradeoff from flight
dynamics to model weight. But an interesting
thought anyway where weight is the concern.

INDOOR STEERING TIP:
…stolen politely from Yuan Kang Lee after
he got help from John Kagan (“when the
Master speaks, the grasshopper listens):
“Before John helped me over 4th of July, I
had already read several times his article on
steering. However, his tip didn't really "click"
with me until I tried it in John's presence.
Here is his tip:
"Turn your body so that you are facing in the
direction the model is flying - and keep
turning as the model turns. You will be
looking over your head as the model
approaches. I've found this helps
tremendously in accurately projecting the
model's flight path."
I not only position my body to face the
direction of the model, I move with the model
while positioning the steering line/pole on the
inside of the turn and slightly ahead of the
model. I get a really great look and "feel" of
where everything is, and then it is a matter of
moving the steering line so that the model
slowly catches up with the line.
Try it. It works very well also when using a
steering pole.”
-Kang (Ed note: Kang is pronounced “Kong.”
When I met him at out PPCC last spring, I
was impressed. He had been flying indoor
only a few months and had a less than half
gram EZB, which did an impressive
14:31…only 10 minutes ahead of me…drat…
but he won the event.)
GOOD NEIGHBOR POLICY
We do boast a rather large field, but what
comes along with that is a large field to try to
find those “lost” models when we goof up
with timer problems too! I can say we all
have one or two models out there waiting to
be found, even with the wide open spaces. A
lot of it is we fly Cat 2 amongst some giant

thermals and when that DT pops it can be a
long wait for it to come down.
But, our “sharing the field neighbors,” the
Hunt Club covers a lot of ground too. Latest
example:
“The door bell rang around 4:00PM
yesterday and there stood Al Yuhasz with my
Vintage FAI model. It had been lost on the
first day of the RMFFC and found by the
caretakers at the Hunt Club, weeks later.
They brought it to the SAM-1 Contest where
Al was flying. Looks like it might fly again if I
can "iron out" some warps. The polyspan held
up nicely.
How nice it is to have a good association
with the Hunt Club and other Club members
that make this sort of thing happen. This is
not the first model that has been returned
under similar circumstances. And won't be the
last. This model was found 1/4 mile past the
red silo, to the SW.
Bill Lovins”
HMMMM…
Editorial comment from a New Zealand flier.
“One of the many reasons that I came to not
enjoy F1A so much was the fact that all
my models were easily max capable over the
first 7 rounds. This meant that dropping a
flight within the first 7 rounds was almost
always due to a "mistake". Getting a full
score was an exercise in not screwing up, not
a positive experience as is the case when
models are not inherently max capable.”
KILLER DEAL!
Info from SAM Speaks ...
Roland Friestad has recently completed
scanning the 35,000 pages of Model Builder,
all 295 issues from number one to the very
last. $75 post-paid, on two DVDs. (World
wide!)
Roland Friestad
1640 N. Kellogg Street
Galesburg, IL 61401

JULY SCRAMBLE RESULTS:
Text and photos by Pete McQuade, CD
Sunday, July 31 greeted us with the usual fare for the 2011 season: blue skies with brisk breezes,
punctuated with enough periods of relative calm that there was little excuse for a hearty free-flighter to
remain earthbound. It was our late-day contest, beginning at the usual 9:00 am start-time, but continuing
till sunset. As usual, the HLG crew were ready to go well before the start, putting up impressive test
flights in the gusty conditions, providing a glimpse of what lay ahead.
Wasting no time after the official start, Mark Covington blasted into an early lead, and was soon
rewarded with an HLG 3-flight maxout. But Neil Myers, Marc Covington, and Todd Reynolds were in
hot pursuit. Meanwhile, quietly, off to the side, Randy Reynolds began a stream of very consistent F1G
flights that proved the strength of the day’s thermals, as well as Randy’s outstanding flying skills.
Keeping affairs on the quiet side, Don DeLoach brought out his new Joule Box electric power model.
This feather-weight beauty soon had jaws dropping at its well-trimmed, rocket-like, humming climb and
floating glide. “This is the future of power free-flight, guys,” Don averred. It was hard to argue with that
point.
Caught up in the spirit, I put up several flights with trusty old F1A #19, but struggled with bunt-trim
problems I eventually traced to a loose wing-wire mount. Finally having sorted things out, I waited with
the rest of the guys as a monster thermal took its leisurely time to build up from an eerily long, dead-silent
lull. However, I fell afoul of a too-anxious attempt to tow up when the light breeze at my back was
opposite to that at the model. The resulting tow into the ground damaged the wing-tip spar, so moments
later I had to watch enviously as my more-patient colleagues hooked the brick-lifter. C’est la Vol Libre!
The maxing continued wholesale, until the proverbial dust had all but cleared, and Todd Reynolds’s
phenomenal six maxes seemed almost certain to hand him all the marbles in this day’s Scramble. Just
one guy had a chance to unseat Todd. All eyes turned skyward as Don’s Joule Box, flying in class E-36,
was riding a huge thermal to great height, drifting toward the northeast, surely on its way to max number
five. As fortune would have it, the model did that--and more. A lengthy search (and another by a posse
of riders after the contest) failed to produce the wayward model.
So Todd walked away the happy winner. Don nabbed second place, with Todd’s Dad, Randy, holding
solidly onto third spot with four maxes. Marc Covington and Neil Myers had three and one, respectively,
with your hapless, but happy, reporter/CD bringing up the rear.
All told, this was a great contest, with good weather, great competition, and that inimitable MMM
comradeship that makes our monthly Scrambles a must-attend proposition. See you next time!

Photos from July:

Randy Reynolds’s F1G heads for the high country,
on its way to one of four impressive maxes, and a
third place finish in the hard-fought Scramble.

Meanwhile, on Terra Firma, the competition was
as hot as the thermals. From left to right, Neil
Myers, Mark Covington, and Todd Reynolds man

Like father, like son: Unstoppable Todd
Reynolds’s tip-launch HLG soars before one
of the few cumulus clouds to make an
appearance early in the day. Todd bested the

An even dozen maxes between them, for the
day.
Don DeLoach (left) eyes Todd
Reynolds, as they wait for another of the
day’s bountiful brick-lifter thermals. The
climb performance of Don’s Joule-Box E36/A-Electric model had to be seen to be

August 14, 2011 Monthly Scramble Report
The August Scramble was a mellow, pleasant
day and the Scramble was held in conjunction
with the second day of the Sam 1 Memorial
contest. Thirteen competitors signed up to fly
including three Junior fliers. Weather was
typical for this time of year with warm,
variable breezes and the thermals were
prevalent. A few notes on the days flying
include :

2 Minute Events :
Murph put up a flight with his .020 Replica
powered by his $150+ TeeDee. I don’t know
what Bob Mattes does to these things but they
surely pull an airplane at a rapid rate. Rick
Pangell’s TD .020 had not received the
rework but it pulled his So-Long up nicely on
a good flight. Rick had a car full of gas
airplanes and spent some time sorting out
engines.
Respectully submitted,

HLG / CLG :
Mark Covington strung eight maxes together
in HLG to handily win the days Scramble
event. This guy is so good we kinda expect
this type of performance as typical from
Mark, like, “So, Mark, another eight max
string, huh? When are ya gonna try for ten?”.
Outstanding flying! The other fliers in the
pen weren’t slouches either with both Neil
Myers and Todd Reynolds putting up two
maxes apiece in HLG. The Boyd related
grandson clan of Raymond Boyd, Matthew
Boyd and David Major had a good time in
the pen putting up nice flights with their HLG
and CLG airplanes.
3 Minute Events :
Don DeLoach was fresh from his hernia
surgery (five days) and put up four maxes
with his Gollywock for second place in the
Scramble while entertaining us with his postop descriptions of various parts of his
anatomy. Jerry Murphy was also flying a
Gollywock and, after overcoming initial trim
problems on his first two flights, maxed his
third flight easily. Duane Herjleid was also
flying a nice performing ‘Wock and put up
two nice flights. Todd Reynolds found time
to desert the Glider Pen and flew his B Gas
Marval on a nice flight. Ray Boyd, Sr. and
Ray Boyd, Jr. both flew in Classic Towline
and put up nice flights while having a lot of
fun.

Mel Gray, CD

Norm Frawley…still going strong!

Electric Anyone?

AAUGUST SCRAMBLE RESULTS:

TECHNIQUES DEP’T
At the RMC we talked a little about silver finish I’m using for models and you asked about the final
results. Here are an I-16 (P-nut, 12g) and a HS-125 (20”, unweighed). Specs of finish are:
•
•
•

1 coat Deft lacquer, thinned 70% in 1 oz bottle airbrush bottle
¼ tsp aluminum powder in thinner w ¼ tsp deft in 1 oz. airbrush bottle sprayed over the lacquer
base coat
Paasch “VL” airbrush, big nozzle, 25 psi

The only caveat is that when the silver goes on, it appears to be virtually transparent; the color “comes out”
as the finish dries. Fog on a little, wait a little and see if you like what you have, fog on a little more, etc.
John Berryman

"Swept V" CLG
Design and article by Dave Edmonson
The "Swept V" was developed from the need to get everything possible out of the 18” loop of ¼” rubber allowed for the
launcher. I built a number of “V” tail gliders using 3 and 4 panel wings, and built one simple one with “V” dihedral and stab. It
proved to be one of my most reliable flying CLGs, and it lasted through 2 seasons being lucky enough to avoid getting
sucked up in a flyaway thermal. It had too small of a stab, and I thought that it would be more consistent with a little more
stab area. I built 10 more with larger stabs and dubbed it the "Swept V" . I also built it in 2 sizes, 16” and 12” span. I use the
16” for competition because it is easier to see and find, but the little 12” one probably performs better and can be used in Lee
Hines “Beat the Vartanian” events. You may want to build the 12” first to see if you like the design, less material required.
The design nests, so multiple models can be stacked for easy transport and retrieval. When test flying, I frequently launch 3
in succession, and then retrieve. The wing on the 16” is made from 3/16” thick by 4” wide by 48” long, which yields 3 wings.
The model has very few parts and builds quickly. I use medium CA for all of the joints. I carve out the nose and insert lead
for ballast, and then cover it over with ½ ounce glass cloth adhered with thin CA. Make sure that when you CA the stab to the
fuselage that you tilt it for glide circle. I use two coats of clear Deft satin spray to seal the models, available from Ace
Hardware, and use floral spray to add some high visibility colors to the nose, wing, and stab tips.
The fuselage is made from 1/8 x ½ spruce, so you don’t need to send away for any fancy and expensive carbon tube. It also
does not feature a pop-up DT, so it makes for some very exciting flights. At the last contest, I launched and watched it climb
to 600 feet, and then after 4 minutes it appeared to be descending. When it got down to 100 feet, I was getting lined up to
catch it. But it decided to go back up, and after 15 minutes went out of sight straight over the launch point with binoculars on
it. You would not get this thrill if it DTd after 2 minutes!
One of the strong features of this design is the consistent high altitude launch. Being able to get the maximum stretch out of
the 18” rubber loop, gives maximum launch speed. Plus I think that the swept wing design also flexes on launch decreasing
incidence like some of the flapper designs. The lighter wood used on the wing seems to exhibit this more. Typically I trim
these models and note at which launch attitude they do the best pattern for altitude. The range is from 75 to 90 degrees from
horizontal (nearly vertical), with a little bank to the right for a right handed model. The model should transition from 180 to 270
degrees of the launch direction.
Trim is first by locating the CG properly, 2.30 inches back of the leading edge for the 16”. Next test glide by a swift hand
glide. If it dives, the incidence is wrong, and you need to look at the wing and stab tips to see if they need some
straightening. You only have 4 flying surfaces to work with. The V tail has a strong influence on turn and glide attitude, and
the wing tips are great for minor adjustments. I frequently get the trim close with stab warp, and then add a little under-

A box of five 16” and
four 12” “ Swept V”s
on the left. “Swept V”
16 in center. Nose
hook on right.

C

D

Wing Templates

B
Stab Templates

F

LE
TE

A

E

Version/Dimension A
“Swept V 16”
“Swept V 12”

B

C

4.0” 8.75” 7
degrees
3.0” 6.75” 7
degrees

D

E

F

Wing

3.5” 2.3” .25” 3/16x4
balsa
3.0” 3.0” .15” 1/8x3
balsa

Stab
1/16
balsa
1/20
balsa

Fuse.

CG, back from
LE
1/8x1/2x18.0 2.30”
spruce
1/8x1/4x14.0 1.80”
spruce

camber warp into the appropriate wing tip to fine tune the adjustment. Typical flying weight is from 8/10 to 1 ounce for the
16”, and .45 to .50 for the 12”. If you build this model, I hope you get the same enjoyment that I have!
Construction Notes: Copy plans so that dimensions A & B are correct. Use spare plans for templates. The top of the
fuselage is straight from front to rear. The bottom of the fuselage tapers up from dimension E to the trailing edge of the stab.
The stab pattern shows the front at the dihedral joint coming to a point. Radius this off and make sure there are no sharp
edges after joining to the fuselage. Dihedral is measured from one wing pinned down to the workbench, the other tip raised
to the following dimensions:
16”: wing dihedral 4.75” , Stab dihedral measure between tips: 6.50”
12”: wing dihedral 3.0” Stab dihedral measure between tips: 4.50”
Use your favorite airfoil for the wing. I use a symmetrical airfoil for the stab. Lay the wing pattern out so that the sweep is cut
out after shaping the wing, cut out the triangle with a razor blade after shaping and sanding. Shape the wing with a “David
Plane” available from A2Z, sand to smooth shape with medium sand paper, and then with some fine sandpaper. Sand
between coats of Deft finish.

Typical launch grip. Fuselage rests between thumb and index finger underneath wing. Thumb and index
finger retain the rubber at the attachment point. Make sure you put your name and telephone number on your
model. Occasionally you get called when one is found. It is always interesting to find out where the model
landed on one of those contest winning fly-away flights.
The “V” tail design keeps the stab from being knocked off during the launch. No special tail grips are needed,
and these would reduce the amount of rubber stretch. Holding the rubber at the attachment point like this gives
maximum stretch and launch velocity.

Converting the Gizmo Geezer to handle BIG motors- New free flight worlds to conquer!
Orv Olm’s Gizmo Geezer has legions of
satisfied users. In stock form, it can handle up to
8 strands of 1/8 Super Sport with a breaking
torque of 20 ounce-inches. One trick that many
use to ease the rubber loading procedure is to
hang a crocket hook on the rivet of the Gizmo’s
drive adapter. But don’t be fooled into thinking
that you can simply load up that crocket with
bunches of rubber and go flying. The limiting
factor will be the shear strength of the small
plastic drive dogs on the bottom end of the prop
shaft drive. Here’s how to make a really stout
Gizmo for up to 16 strands of 1/8” rubber:
Step 1: Start by debonding the CA in the drive
shaft joints at the spinner and at the bottom end
of the prop shaft drive. Then follow the
instructions in the top right hand picture.

Plastic drive dog

Step 2: Here’s how to
make Orv Olm’s husky
rebuild. Refer to pics at
right which show the new
drive shaft, ‘pop-rivet’
adapter and new tension
spring made from a steel
guitar ‘E’ string. It will now
handle 12-16 strands of
1/8” Super Sport Rubber ,
and handle up to 56 oz-in.
of breaking torque.

Modified GizmoGeezer,
mounting a 12’ prop
with an adjustable pitch
hub
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2011 FREE FLIGHT WITH AN ALTITUDE!
UPCOMING EVENTS
OCT 16th
NOV 6th
DEC 10th

EVENT

FEATURE EVENT

16-Oct Scramble

MMM “Scramble” Format
6TH Annual Frito Pie
Contest Daylight
6- Nov Scramble
Savings Time Ends.
MMM ANNUAL MEETING
AT RICK PANGELL’S
HOUSE- LITTLETON

IF THIS BOX IS CHECKED, THIS IS YOUR
LAST ISSUE UNTIL YOU PAY YOUR DUES!

DATE
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